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CMG Value Computing

• IT research/analysis firm
– 2 people; 30 years IT experience 

(each) in systems/storage/mgt.

– International focus (based in Dubai 
last year)

• Last year: Philippines, Malaysia, Kuala 
Lumpur, India, Russia, Switzerland, 
Germany, Romania, Italy, Egypt, Qatar, 
Dubai, Canada, & all over the U.S.

• Previous years: China, Brazil, Taiwan, 
South Africa …

– Case Studies; Reports; 
Speeches/Seminars 

– Foci:
• Microprocessors, servers, infrastructure, 

management, process flow
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• Agenda
– Not here to provide a litany of #s

• You’re the numbers experts!

– Talk about three problems — and seek your ideas
• Test suites

– Measuring the wrong stuff (optimized application performance vs. general workload 
processing)

» The impact of virtualization

» A call for an industry standard mettle test

– The TPC-C — wrong focus — and to expensive to run…

• Availability data
– Having big trouble obtaining reliability data from vendors and IT buyers — why?

• Cloud computing and the new server order
– Servers are consolidating around three microprocessor architectures

» X86 multi-core, POWER, and z

» Sun SPARC is dead; Itanium is dying

– Summary Observations
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• Value computing?
– Maximize investment in information systems

• A focus on acquisition and utilization (virtualization)

– Reduce total-cost-of-ownership (TCO)
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• Maximize investment in information systems
– Performance characteristics

– The impact of virtualization (unused resource pooling)

• Performance
– You’re not helping 

• You’re measuring the wrong stuff (single vs. general 
workload processing)

• Virtualization — need much more data
– Restrictions by VMware

– Cost of virtualization
• Licenses, deployment, on-going management (tools/utilities)
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• Performance (the wrong stuff)

– You’re measuring the performance of single 

applications on various hardware implementations

• Virtualization is moving the server world toward general 

purpose processing

– You’re not providing enough virtualization cost data

• VMware restrictions

• Comparative?  Hyper-V, VMware, Xen, Open Source

• Characteristics under varying simultaneous workloads 

Are you focused on what IT buyers really want to know?????
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The Mainframe World The Distributed Computing World

Excellent Virtualization! Typical Virtualization!
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Note:  IBM slide from Aug. 2008
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• What SHOULD be measured? 

– What happens when an important e-business application 

experiences a sudden spike in activity when the system is 

already 100% busy? 

– What happens when an LPAR running the mission critical 

work in a Sysplex fails? 

– With six different workloads running across five LPARs 

sharing 16 physical CPUs, what happens when a CPU fails? 

These kind of measurements get to the truth of value computing!
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• What should be measured? (cont’d)

– Platforms have different “balance points”
• Reliability/availability characteristics;

• Performance characteristics;

• Scalability/capacity;

• Memory management and memory capacity;

• Virtualization;

• Power management and heat dissipation
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• What SHOULD be measured? (cont’d)
– The Mettle Test 

• Captures real operational performance that highlights behavior that is 
not generally exposed by standard industry performance benchmarks 

• It was designed to illustrate the ability of the z/OS Workload Manager 
(WLM) and WebSphere to distinguish between:

– High priority work and low priority work running in the same system, and 

– Manage workload priorities across systems in a Parallel Sysplex using the 
Intelligent Resource Director (IRD)

– The self healing capabilities exposed by the Mettle Test include
recovery from a processor failure, system failure, and 
application failure

– View a demo:
• http://www-01.ibm.com/software/webservers/appserv/zos_os390/mettle.html
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• The TPC
– TPC-App

• “TPC-App showcases the performance capabilities of application server systems”

– TCP-C

• “TPC-C simulates a complete computing environment where a population of users executes 

transactions against a database”

– TPC-E

• “The TPC-E benchmark uses a database to model a brokerage firm with customers who 

generate transactions related to trades, account inquiries, and market research”

– TPC-H

• “The TPC Benchmark™H (TPC-H) is a decision support benchmark. It consists of a suite of 

business oriented ad-hoc queries and concurrent data modifications”

These are single workload benchmarks.  With virtualization, we’re talking

about a server world that processes general, varied workload…
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• The TPC-C

– Sun SPARC Enterprise T5440 Server Cluster 

• 18,083,745 USD

– IBM Power 595 Server Model 9119-FHA 

• 17,111,788 USD

– Bull Escala PL6460R 

• 17,127,928 USD

– HP Integrity Superdome-Itanium2/1.6GHz/24MB iL3

• 11,978,134 USD

The setup and testing of this environment is incredibly expensive.

And, is this activity really measuring what’s important to IT users?
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• New topic: reliability/availability data

– Wouldn’t it be great if we could get availability 

ratings for the systems that we buy?
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• The need for reliability/availability data

– What does failure cost?  Go to:

• http://www.bin95.com/equipment_failure_cost.htm

• Additional:

– Capital

– Equipment

– Labor

– Services

– Materials

– Product

• Loss of revenue opportunities
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• The need for reliability/

availability data

– What if you knew which vendor

makes the most reliable systems

• What if one vendor’s blades are 

2x more likely to fail than IBM 

blades?

• http://www.bin95.com/equipment_failure_cost.htm

Decisions are being made in a void — a dearth of management and maintenance 

statistics. And because stats aren’t easy to obtain enterprises may be choosing

the wrong server architecture (distributed systems instead of centralized systems,

the wrong server platform, and the wrong vendor).
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• How can this situation be remedied? 

– Vendors and systems integrators have maintenance 

statistics, but they are loathe to share them

• Why????

• They know (or can easily find out by reviewing systems logs 

and maintenance records) which of their servers are the 

most reliable 

• They also know which servers cost the least to maintain

• Further, they know which components are most likely to fail. 

And yet, these numbers are not readily available…
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• Why is reliability data important?
– To make more informed decisions about systems maintenance costs

• With maintenance statistics in hand, IT buyers can better decide what kind of contract 
they want with their vendor (break fix, proactive, reactive, time-and-materials, etc.)

– If your systems prove to be highly reliable, IT buyers may be able to change the focus of their 
maintenance contracts ― moving away from a reactive maintenance contract to a more 
proactive contract (such as the best-in-class proactive maintenance found on mainframe 
servers) 

– To make more informed decisions on systems architecture choices 
• We believe those numbers will show huge availability benefits by adopting centralized 

systems as opposed to distributed systems 

– Make better decisions on the servers that it chooses
• Maintenance statistics will show your IT organization which servers are the most/least 

reliable.
– This data is extremely important to users of distributed systems ― you don’t want to buy a 

large number of unreliable servers if you can avoid it. 

– To improve the way it manages systems, storage, telecommunications 
devices, and PCs (we think you’ll move from reactive to proactive 
maintenance

– To understand how your numbers compare to a norm 
• Is your shop excellent or not? 
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• What needs to be tracked?

1. The maintenance rate

• The maintenance rate indicates how many months your server 
environment runs before a maintenance action is required. 
When this rate is compared to a norm (based-upon statistics 
gathered from other customers), this rate can also be used to 
measure the health of your environment 

2. The availability rate

• The availability rate measures how many months a specific 
hardware product can operate before experiencing a hardware 
disruption that stops it from functioning. This rate can be used to 
determine how reliable your servers are; how available your 
servers are; and how your servers compare to other vendor’s 
servers.
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• What we are finding…

– Centralized computing models are far more highly available than distributed computing 

models (better RAS designs, multiple layers of redundancy, etc.). And if that is the case, 

then we will have solid proof that enterprises should migrate away from distributed 

computing deployments whenever possible; and, 

– Distributed servers are not being managed as efficiently as mainframes and other scale-

up designs (we think that we will find that distributed servers are not being managed 

“proactively” — but rather “reactively”). And we think that the numbers will show that 

managing servers proactively is a better management practice than waiting for failures. 

And this, too, should drive more IT organizations to move away from distributed server 

deployments whenever possible. 

• In addition to these findings, we also expect to find that: 

– Enterprises that are paying for reactive maintenance are paying too much. Maintenance 

contracts that are based on reactive maintenance are substantially overpriced. The 

maintenance that you pay for should be proactive maintenance because proactive 

maintenance not only ensures that your systems are kept up-and-running, it also 

includes engineering changes that prolong the life of your investment. (Imagine 

refreshing your servers every eight years instead of every four)!

We need help proving these theories…
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• New topic: Cloud Computing
– The current IT distributed computing model cannot be 

sustained
• The current IT distributed computing model calls for 

constantly adding more people as capacity expands

• People are expensive (salary, benefits, sick time, etc.)

• Labor costs are now nearing 50% of data center cost of 
operations — and as more people are added, this 
percentage is rising!

• People make errors
– Lost productivity; lost revenue; and lost opportunity

– Extreme virtualization/provisioning with automated 
management is needed (a.k.a.: cloud architecture)
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• The clouds of the future

– Homogeneous vs. heterogeneous

– Public, private, hybrid

• What you need to understand

– Server market is consolidating

• Three microprocessor architectures will dominate

– X86-based multi-cores (post-Nehalem); POWER; z

– The concepts of virtualization, provisioning, 

workload management
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• The clouds of the future (cont’d)

– What the move to clouds means to you

• Need to produce cloud-related data

– What does it cost to operate a cloud vs. trad approaches
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• The clouds of the future (cont’d)

– We need all sorts of new data
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• The clouds of the future (cont’d)

– And you need to become familiar with the term 

“service management”

• Could be an info gathering tool

IBM Service Management  IBM Service Management  

Service Management Platform 

Best Practices, Methodologies, and Services  

Visibility Control Automation

Datacenter 
Transformation

Service 
Availability &
Performance
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Storage 
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Security, Risk 
& Compliance
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• Summary Observations

– New emphasis on reduced acquisition costs AND 

reduced operational costs

– Acquisition

• Focus on getting more out of existing investments

– Maximize performance through virtualization

– Reduce redundancy through virtualization

– Operational (a.k.a — Total Cost of Ownership)

• Reducing costs related to human-oriented, 

management, energy, security, resiliency, etc.
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• Summary Observations (cont’d)

– To better analyze IT environments, we need:

• Acquisition

– Better reliability/availability numbers

– Better virtualization comparisons (especially cost)

• TCO

– Better management cost analysis

» For instance, how much can service management save an 
organization in people-related management costs

– Better cloud analytics

» Cost to move to a cloud (virtualization, provisioning, etc.)

» Cost models (when to deploy which type of cloud)

» More…
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• Summary Observations (cont’d)

– Most of all, we have got to improve our 
measurement systems for general workload 
processing

• The cloud is all about automated, general workload 
processing on available, underlying, self-provisioned, 
virtualized information systems

– We need an industry standard “Mettle Test”

• Virtualization is making it possible for dedicated 
application servers to become general workload 
processors
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• Questions and Answers



For Additional Information on Tivoli 

Service Management for System z

http://www-01.ibm.com/software/tivoli/solutions/zsmc

http://www-01.ibm.com/software/os/systemz/itsm

Please join the Service Management for System z Community:
https://www-950.ibm.com/communities/service/html/communityview?communityUuid=9051592f-7640-466e-8524-6ae7dcc20c79


